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Four Seasons  is  opening in Croatia

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is partnering with investment bank Arqaam Capital on a mixed-use resort being
developed on Croatia's Hvar island.

The hospitality company will be managing and operating the resort, Four Seasons Resort Hvar, which is expected to
open in 2019. As an emerging and growing tourism destination, Four Seasons will be able to place its brand within
Croatia before many of its  peers.

New territory
Four Seasons Resort Hvar will feature a 120-room hotel and 60 private residences. Located on the Dalmatian Coast
at Brizenica Bay, the property will have its own private bay.

Amenities include a number of swimming pools and private infiniti pools, a spa and fitness center, eateries and
boutiques. There will also be event spaces for conferences or banquets.

"In Arqaam Capital we have found the ideal partner for our entry into Croatia, one who believes in the culture of Four
Seasons and shares our values," said J. Allen Smith, president and CEO of Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, in a
brand statement. "Arqaam's long-term vision, combined with their extensive experience in emerging markets and
project development are key to positioning this project for success.

"Croatia is one of Europe's fastest growing tourism markets and a highly sought-after leisure destination for
discerning global travellers," he said. "We look forward to working together with Arqaam to create a world-class
property in Hvar."

According to a Travel Leaders Group's survey from 2015, Croatia was among the top international "up and coming"
destinations, along with African safaris, Vietnam, the United Arab Emirates, South Africa and Cuba (see story).
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1. Michael Huisman says:

June 3, 2016 at 4:04 am
Meantime, Dubrovnik Sun Gardens remains the leading Five star seaside mixed use resort in Dalmatia and Croatia.
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